Good day all. We live in a world obsessed by obsessions. We live in a world possessed by possessions. We live in a world attached to attachments. And the majority of those who walk the spiritual path are obsessed by obsessions, possessed by possessions and attached to attachments ~ let alone those who do not actively walk the path. For those who are not obsessed by obsessions, for those who are not possessed by possessions, for those who are not attached to attachments, the path of renunciation is a lonely path. For few are willing to walk such a path. For few are willing to let go of their obsessions. For few are willing to let go of their possessions. For few are willing to let go of their attachments ~ let alone those who do not actively walk the path. Keep in mind our Father sees all and will deliver to freedom those true freedom-seekers ~ for unless we abide in the Vehicle of Freedom, we will keep cycling around in the Valley of the Shadow of Death. Amen.

And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.